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Abstract. The ECRH system of ASDEX Upgrade has been upgraded over the last 15 years
from a 2 MW, 2 s, 140 GHz system to an 8 MW, 10 s, dual frequency system (105/140
GHz). The power exceeds the L/H power threshold at least by a factor of two even for
high densities, and roughly equals the installed ICRF power. The power of both RF heating
systems together (> 10 MW in the plasma) is about half of the available NBI power, allowing
significant variations of torque input, of the shape of the heating profile and of Qe/Qi even at
high heating power. For applications at low magnetic field an X3 heating scheme is routinely
in use as it is now foreseen also for ITER to study the first H-modes at one third of the full
field. This versatile system allows addressing important issues fundamental to a fusion reactor:
H-mode operation with dominant electron heating, accessing low collisionalities in full metal
devices (also related to ELM suppression with resonant magnetic perturbations), influence of
Te/Ti and rotational shear on transport, and dependence of impurity accumulation on heating
profiles. Experiments on all these subjects have been carried out over the last years and will
be presented in this contribution. The adjustable localized current drive capability of ECRH
allows dedicated variations of the shape of the q-profile and studying their influence on non-
inductive tokamak operation (so far at q95 > 5.3). The ultimate goal of these experiments is to
use the experimental findings to refine theoretical models such that they allow a reliable design
of operational schemes for reactor size devices. In this respect, recent studies comparing a
quasi-linear approach (TGLF) with fully non-linear modeling (GENE) of non-inductive high
beta plasmas will be reported.
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Fusion-Reactor Physics with high-power EC on AUG 2
1. Introduction
The invited EPS talk, to which this paper is assigned, had mostly the character of an overview
on ECRH results from ASDEX Upgrade (AUG). So the main purpose of the paper is to
summarize the presented material together with a short historical review and an extensive
list of references, in this case strongly biased towards AUG. Additionally some points of
relevance especially for ITER and beyond are described and discussed in more detail.
A key point of the paper is to illustrate the interplay between technical possibilities of
mm-wave heating on one side and the demands from the experiment on the other side, which
themselves continue to develop as the heating system is routinely, reliably and successfully
applied in the experiments. In order to give the paper a readable structure this interplay has
to be disentangled: section 2 starts describing the evolution of the EC system of AUG using
forward references to the studies of fusion reactor physics described in the following section 3
and vice versa. In the last subsection of section 3 the interpretation of high β experiments
aiming at non-inductive operation of a reactor will be compared for quasi-linear and fully-non-
linear gyrokinetic modeling, especially with the relevance to ExB flow shearing. The paper
closes with a general discussion also including the consequences of the findings presented
here on control of burning fusion plasmas using EC.
This introduction closes with some basics on EC application used in all sections. For
more details see [1]. Here we treat only the case of waves propagating on one of the two
branches of the dispersion relation which include vacuum propagation as the zero density
limit, such that the antennas can be located safely far away from the plasma on the low
field side, in contrary to wave-heating applications using lower frequencies. The branches
are orthogonally polarized, called O-mode and (fast) X-mode. Free-space wavelengths on
AUG are λ ≈ 2-3 mm. EC radiation is transported as beams with cross sections of d ≈10-
100×λ either purely quasi-optically (using refocusing mirrors) or using highly over-sized
waveguides. Typically, launchers (antennas) are quasi-optical sections focusing the beam
close to the plasma center with the last mirror able to rotate around two axes allowing poloidal
and toroidal steering of the beam. Two flat mirrors in the beam line are typically grooved and
may be rotated around their surface normals to set any polarization state, which has to match
the desired polarization (X or O) at the plasma edge. It is in general elliptical and depends
on the angle between~k and ~B. Absorption is significant at ω ≈ nωce with n=2,3 for X-mode
and n=1,2 for O-mode. The highest optical depth has X2 followed by O1, X3 and O2. The
choice of the heating scheme depends on the available frequencies, the desired magnetic field
and potential cutoffs (ωpe, ωRH) for O- and X-mode. These density limitations depend on
the size and aspect ratio of a tokamak. They do limit O1 and very high density X2 operation
on AUG, but will not hamper operation at ITER at all, since the crucial quantity B2/ne is
much larger in ITER. Indeed, ITER can use its 170 GHz systems with O1 at full magnetic
field, X2 at half field and X3 at one third field. For perpendicular launch in AUG the optical
thickness of central X2 heating exceeds 100 by far and the beam is fully absorbed within a
few mm close to the resonance. Given a beam diameter of ≈ 3 cm in AUG, the power of 1
MW is deposited within less than 10 cm3. If that volume would be filled with water it would
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Fusion-Reactor Physics with high-power EC on AUG 3
be evaporated within less than 30 ms. Still, for machines of the size of AUG and bigger, non-
linear effects do hardly play any role and beam absorption is well described by linear theory.
Beam propagation and absorption are typically handled by ray- or beam-tracing models taking
into account refraction by gradients in the refractive index N and (de)focusing. These models
also handle EC current drive (ECCD) which occurs for toroidally inclined launch. Variations
of the poloidal angle are typically used to vary the absorption location across flux surfaces.
Work on AUG generally relies on TORBEAM [2] as beam tracing code. EC waves interact in
the linear regime only with electrons and deliver pure electron heating.
2. Evolution of the EC system and EC heating-schemes for ASDEX Upgrade
ECRH on AUG started in 1992 with the construction of a 140 GHz system with 4 beam lines
based on GYCOM gyrotrons in collaboration with IAP Nizhny Novgorod, IPF Uni Stuttgart
and KIT Karlsruhe. Each gyrotron was capable to operate either 2 s at 0.5 MW or 1 s at
0.7 MW with about 20% loss in transmission. Details can be found in [3] and references
therein. Highlights in plasma research were studies of non-linearities of heat transport using
heat-pulse analysis [4, 5], effects of EC on density peaking depending on collisionality [6],
stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes (NTM) [7, 8] and sawtooth (de)stabilization with
ECCD [9, 10, 11]. The system was operated only with the X2-scheme, and the frequency
was chosen for central heating at Bt = 2.5 T corresponding to q95 > 3.5, having in mind
also off-axis CD applications at the high-field side at lower Bt . Driven by the successful
proof-of-principle experiments on NTM stabilization a new EC system was planned [12] with
the key requirements of sufficient power (4× 1 MW) and pulse length (10 s) and launcher-
mirror movements on time scales well below an energy confinement-time in order to establish
real-time NTM control. In order to make the system more versatile with respect to the
choice of Bt , multi-frequency gyrotrons and a broadband transmission line were pioneered
by the same partnership as for the first system. The first long-pulse high-power 2-frequency
gyrotron (105/140 GHz) was operated on AUG in 2006 [13], but only in 2014 the system
was completed as a 2f-system [14]. Major difficulties were the windows for step-tunable
operation (beyond the single-disk Fabry-Perot effect, unresolved so far), but also issues related
to body voltage insulation, cryo-magnets or cathode coating, which were solved and taken into
account for the design of the Russian ITER gyrotrons. Despite of the infancy problems of the
system, gyrotron operation at two distinct frequencies fulfilling the Fabry-Perot condition
d = nλ2 (d: thicknes of window disk) has proven to be very robust from the very beginning.
Its full potential was demonstrated for the Japanese ITER gyrotron using a triode gun [15].
This option was originally not included in the ITER EC but is now one of the options for
operation of ITER at 1/3 of the full magnetic field [16]. Real-time NTM control of (3,2) and
(2,1) NTMs was demonstrated in 2014 [17]. This control and its further evolution is not part
of this paper.
Regular plasma operation with the first gyrotron of the new system started when all
plasma facing components of AUG were fully tungsten(W)-coated (2007). As discussed in
section 3.1, centrally deposited EC turned out to help preventing W accumulation. In this
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Fusion-Reactor Physics with high-power EC on AUG 4
context X3 and O2 schemes were implemented in order to either allow operation at lower
magnetic field (similar to the low-field ITER case) or at densities above the X-mode cutoff.
Both scenarios were developed for regular use [18] supported by the protective sniffer-probe
arrays and additional machine hardening [19]. Extensive operational experience is available
in these applications with incomplete single pass absorption including the usage of refocusing
holographic reflectors for an effective usage of the power not absorbed in the first pass
[20, 21].
Driven by the need to avoid W-accumulation, EC was recognized by the team as a
basic system necessary for operation rather than being a tool for specialists. Already in
2010 it was discussed to further upgrade the EC system for AUG. As an additional physics
application, high power EC was envisaged as a tool to study advanced tokamak physics, i.e.
to study especially the plasma performance for non-standard current profiles as discussed in
section 3.3. The layout of this second upgrade was close to that of the first upgrade also aiming
for similar performance (4× 1 MW, 2 freq.). Major technical innovations were the use of
cryogen-free magnets and newly-developed semi-conductor based body-voltage modulators
together with FuG, Rosenheim, Germany. For the main (cathode) power supplies, equipment
from the dismantled HERA storage ring from DESY could be reused, requiring to continue
using tetrode-based fast high-precision series-modulators. The decision to finance the system
was taken in 2012. The worldwide call for tender for the gyrotrons with all magnets was
won by GYCOM Ltd with JASTEC Inc, Japan as a subcontractor for the super-conducting
magnets. Plasma experiments with 2 new beamlines started in 2017, two more followed
in 2018. The system uses the launching positions of the original EC system from 1992,
which was dismantled by the end of 2015. The launcher optics had to be modified to replace
large boron-nitride windows by smaller diamond windows. To allow real-time control of the
launcher movements on the time scale of current diffusion, the gearings have been revisited
and rebuilt together with gearing experts (FZG, TU Munich). Planning with movements
not faster than that time scale allowed to stay with the small size and position of the rotary
feed-throughs, which limit the torque but allow a modular transition from the old to the new
gearings. For movements on the time scale of the energy confinement time, as necessary for
NTM stabilization, the 4 dedicated launchers of the first upgrade shall be used.
Summing up, AUG now has an EC system of 8 beam lines with a nominal installed
power of 8 MW at 140 GHz or 6.4 MW at 105 GHz. Due to power limitations on some
gyrotrons of the first upgrade and including 13% losses in beam preparation and transmission,
the maximum expected power in the plasma at 140 GHz is≈6.5 MW. Regularly reached are so
far 5.4 MW, limited mainly by arcing in the air-filled transmission lines. As described in [22]
several hardening measures allowed us to reach regularly long pulses with the nominal power
in one upgraded beam-line such that operation above the 6 MW level seems feasible after
upgrading the others later this year. In the context of this paper there is no space to discuss
passive and active measures of machine protection against EC operation errors or excessive
stray radiation. For AUG these are described in [23, 24]. The physics studies reported in
section 3 made partially use of a replacement algorithm of the discharge control system (DCS)
managing an abundance of operation-ready gyrotrons. A predefined waveform on the number
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Fusion-Reactor Physics with high-power EC on AUG 5
of required gyrotrons is used by the DCS to request active gyrotrons according to a priority
list. DCS sends requests directly to the fast timing systems of all allocated gyrotrons, which
have to be preset to listen to external control. The fast timing systems send availability signals
to DCS, which may indicate the encounter of a non-recoverable failure of a gyrotron during a
pulse. In such an event, DCS will replace that gyrotron proceeding in the priority list. This is
a relatively simple example of actuator management, which is actually developed further by
the CODAC group of AUG [25].
3. ECRH/CD as a tool to test fusion-reactor physics
In the following some EC applications on AUG are discussed creating specific plasma states
which allow us to answer open questions of reactor physics. We start this section mentioning
that many cases discussed below require a mix with Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating
(on AUG up to 20 MW) and Ion Cyclotron Resonance heating (IC). In AUG, IC is typically
applied as H-minority heating, regularly with powers above 4 MW in the plasma.
Most of the H-mode studies available worldwide today were done using dominantly
NBI with energies below 130 keV limited by the neutralization efficiency of the accelerated
H+ ions. Confinement- and L/H-threshold scalings are possibly biased by this heating
method which leads to dominant ion heating typically at low collisionalities, with many
high performance plasmas being characterized by Ti > Te. In ITER it cannot be expected
that Ti > Te since most of the heating is applied to the electron channel (α-heating and
1 MeV NBI). It is therefore crucial to study the influence of Te/Ti experimentally and
theoretically to validate the codes used for the experimental planning in ITER. Additionally
in a reactor plasma one has to keep in mind the shifted balance between radial energy fluxes
characterized by the time scale τE and the local heat exchange terms between electrons and
ions characterized by the time scale ν−1ei,E‡. The dimensionless number τE × νei,E is a
coarse measure to compare the effect of equilibration fluxes (assuming self similar kinetic
and heating profiles). As a consequence, the distribution of the plasma heating between the
electron and the ion channel does much less effect for example the ratio Te/Ti in a reactor,
which will stay close to unity, than in a plasma of similar collisionality in a smaller machine.
This is at least the case during the burn phase of ITER, when H-mode will be reached and
τEνei,E will be at maximum, but not necessarily for operation in L-mode with low plasma
currents as it will occur at the beginning and end of all discharges and in particular in the
commissioning phases of a new machine (ITER PFPO-1 in 2028) [16].
Another significant difference between typical NBI heated plasmas of today and future
reactors is the ratio of torque (due to NBI) and moment of inertia being much smaller for the
future reactors such that a much smaller rotational shear is expected. This shear is known to
reduce the strength of micro-turbulence (see discussion in section 3.3) . On AUG wave heating
schemes offer momentum-free heating for comparison. (Another route has been chosen by
DIII-D using balanced NB, which comes with increased fast ion losses for those injected with
‡ The collisionality νei,E is smaller than the collisionality for the momentum exchange νei, related to a 90◦
deflection of the electron velocity due to collisions with ions. The ratio is me/mi making νei,E isotope dependent.
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Fusion-Reactor Physics with high-power EC on AUG 6
a velocity component opposite to the plasma current [26]. The corresponding effects need to
be separated carefully.)
Apart from delivering highly localized pure electron heating with no torque, EC has
the possibility to drive toroidal electric current. The direction can be changed modifying
the toroidal launcher angle (co-ECCD, ctr-ECCD). In this article we deliberately exclude the
effect of very localized ECCD close to resonant surfaces as used to influence macroscopic
MHD-modes, although at least the stabilization of (2,1)-NTMs is considered a major
application of EC in a reactor in order to stay away from disruptions. The remaining questions
in that field address rather matters of technical realizations, diagnostics and algorithms than
matters of fundamental physics. Much less understood is the effect of non-standard current-
profiles on tokamak operation, i.e. deviating from the shape determined by the profiles of
ohmic and bootstrap current combined with quasi-periodic redistribution due to the saw-tooth
instability inside the q = 1 surface. Non-standard current profiles are typically achieved by
applying external current drive with NBCD, ECCD and also Lower Hybrid waves (LHCD)
[27]. An ultimate goal is the fully non-inductive reactor operation based only on bootstrap
current and (as little as possible) external current drive. Such a plasma state is dominated by
a coupled non-linear interplay of locally reduced transport in the ion and/or electron channel,
the corresponding bootstrap current, the dependence of the externally driven current profile
on the kinetic profiles, the dependence of the local transport and the plasma stability (β -limit)
on details of the q-profile (which is determined by the current profile), the α-particle heating
which depends on the kinetic profiles, and the ohmic transformer itself which acts as a buffer
for excessive or missing current drive. Not to speak about effects of the plasma shape, like
for example triangularity.. While it may be interesting from a control point of view to access
exactly this operational point in present day devices, one should consider that there is no way
to mimic a future reactor in a dimensionless way in todays devices similar to the discussion
of τE × νei,E above. Low collisionality is a general prerequisite for efficient external current
drive. As a consequence, strong ECCD in small machines increases the ratios of Te/Ti, and
NBCD based on acceleration of positive ions reduces this ratio. The profiles of driven currents
are very different for both systems and the ratio Te/Ti can have a strong effect especially on
the ion transport [28]. This leads to a coupling of external current drive and ion transport
which will be much weaker in a reactor. A similar mechanism may be driven via the effect
of NBCD and ECCD on rotational shear, which also affects ion transport. The only reliable
way to use present day experiments to predict reactor performance is to develop, challenge
and optimize models for the underlying physics as close as possible to first principles. The
topics discussed below should be regarded as incomplete examples.
3.1. Transport of energy and particles
As mentioned in the introduction, already the first EC system of AUG was used to study
energy and particle transport focusing on heat-pulse propagation and variations of the density
profile in L-mode. With more EC power these experiments could be extended to H-modes
[29, 28]. The Trapped Gyro Landau Fluid code TGLF [30, 31] was successfully used to model
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Fusion-Reactor Physics with high-power EC on AUG 7
discharges with varying heating mix and thus significant variation in Te/Ti and rotational
shear [32, 33], indicating that energy and electron transport well inside the H-mode barrier
is reasonably well understood on a first principle basis. More uncertain is the quantitative
description/prediction of rotation and impurity profiles. Trends of the variation of the rotation
profile with the heating mix and torque input were reproduced correctly and were related to the
dominant instabilities [34, 35]. The focus on ECRH studies with impurities was enforced by
the W-programme of AUG, which culminated in the first operation of a diverted high-power
plasma with completely W-coated first wall surfaces. Empirically, it was found that ECRH
was essential to prevent collapses due to central W-accumulation particularly for cases with
low gas puff and low safety factor [36]. The plans to use W or its alloys as first wall material
for ITER and future reactors motivated studies on W-transport not only on AUG but also on
JET or other machines which covered some high erosion surfaces with W. It turned out that the
good localization of electron heating in the center together with a source-free penetration of
the heating power across the plasma edge were key elements to prevent W accumulation with
EC. The latter point made the essential difference to IC until new IC-antennas were developed
minimizing oscillating electric fields at the antenna frames, which by sheath rectification lead
to the acceleration of light impurities such as Oxygen or Nitrogen to energies sufficient to
sputter W from the limiters [37]. Using the new IC antennas, it could be shown that electron
heating by IC had similar effects on the peaking of the W-profile as EC [38]. Only for strong,
highly localized central EC differences were observed, possibly due to effects of the localized
power on MHD-modes, as described in [39]. A mainly theoretical paper on W-transport in
AUG and JET is [40]. With respect to ITER, it helps that the ratio of neoclassical to turbulent
transport reduces strongly with machine size. Since the inward transport of W is dominantly
a neoclassical effect, it is reduced significantly in ITER such that no W accumulation is
expected [41]. EC would have been inadequate as a tool to increase central electron heating
strongly since α- and NBI-heating are the dominant sources. Experimentally, on AUG ≈
2 MW of central EC are sufficient in order to suppress W accumulation, so the EC upgrade
was not strictly necessary to extend the operational range with respect to q95 or minimum
gas puff, but it allows a further variation of the heating profiles also for those conditions. A
general problem for W-transport studies is to obtain a good resolution of the W-profile by
spectroscopy [42]. This is easier for lighter impurities which exhibit distinct excited states
after charge exchange with fast deuterium ions from NBI. The CXRS diagnostic can be tuned
to deliver profiles for such impurities. It turned out that boron is well suited for such studies
as it can be introduced into the machine via boronisation and its influx can be modulated by
varying the ICRF power. The technique is described in [43]. Such experiments with varying
amounts of EC have been carried out and compared to theory [44].
3.2. H-mode access and ELM-free operation
These two topics are of crucial interest for ITER which aims to access H-mode as early as
possible to develop scenarios of H-mode operation without ELMs. As described above, these
plasmas shall be run at a third of the full magnetic field and current, thus at rather low densities
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Figure 1. Power ramp running 2 gyrotrons with reduced cathode and body voltages at 200 kW
(in plasma) and the other six at 600 kW (AUG #35970). Gyrotron on/off wave forms are set
in the discharge program, power levels have to be preset by the EC operators.
either in Hydrogen or Helium and heated only by ECRH which shall be the first of the three
heating systems (NB, IC, EC) to be available. A first question relates to the minimum density
above which the usually used scaling for the L/H transition [45] can be considered as valid. A
model for this minimum density has been developed at AUG [46], relating the L/H transition
to the heat flux in the ion channel. Such a model can of course only be developed if the
heat flux in both channels can be varied significantly. Recent experiments with high power
EC strongly support this model: at very low densities (1x1019 m−3) where coupling between
electrons and ions is very low, L-modes can be heated with more than 5 MW without a sign
of L/H transition, which exceeds the minimum power by more than a factor of three (required
at the lowest density for which the scaling is valid, i.e 4x1019 m−3). The complete EC system
of 8 gyrotrons allows to run fine-tuned power ramps to study threshold behavior (figure 1).
Running two gyrotrons with reduced cathode- and body-voltages at 200 kW and the others at
600 kW, the system can be ramped in 20 steps or 0.2 MW up to 4 MW. §
With ramps like this the dependence of the L/H- threshold power on the ion mix has been
studied for H/D and H/He mixtures. These studies were triggered by similar experiments
at JET [48], in which it was found that small additions of He or D to Hydrogen-Plasmas
did reduce the L/H power-threshold significantly, which would be helpful for early H-mode
access in Hydrogen in the non-nuclear phase of ITER. On AUG, the threshold power also
shows a non-linear dependence. However, in contrast to JET, small additions have essentially
no effect, but changes occur in a small window of intermediate mixtures as discussed at
this conference in [49]. The EC power-ramps were also used in combination with gas puff
§ This does not mean that all beams are absorbed exactly at the same value of ρ , which would require iterative
tuning or online control of the launching angles [47]. For so-called ’central-heating’ at Bt = 2.45-2.55 T a
standard set of launching angles is used which results for the vast majority of AUG plasmas in heat deposition
inside ρtor < 0.2, sufficient to prevent W-accumulation.
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Figure 2. Kinetic profiles for AUG discharge 35450, Ip=0.8 MA, Bt=2.5 T, PEC = 1.6 MW,
POH = 0.3 MW, τE = 180 ms, n/nGW =0.85.
ramps to characterize H-mode operation just above the L/H-transition where according to
the H-mode confinement scalings [50] τE is largest as it decreases with increasing additional
power. Not surprisingly the ITER operational point is close to this threshold. As a result
of these scans, a new EC-only ELM-free H-mode regime with stationary pedestal was
found, seemingly stabilized by a density fluctuation in the pedestal region of several 10 kHz,
resembling of the Enhanced D-α (EDA-)mode of Alcator C-Mod with its quasi coherent mode
[51]. As figure 2 shows, for this purely electron heated H-mode, Te and Ti are identical outside
ρtor > 0.4 and in the center Ti is only 20% lower. The density reaches 85% of the Greenwald
limit nGW as planned for ITER. Due to the high τE = 0.18 s which is about 1/20 that of ITER
(Q=10) and a collisionality about 20 times higher than in ITER the product τEνei,E is rather
close for these discharges to the ITER Q=10 scenario. In [52] TGLF has been used to model
the ITER Q= 10 scenario applying fictive 40 MW of EC as only additional heating, in order to
check the effect of pure EC heating in ITER on Te/Ti, yielding a similarly Ti(0) ≈ 0.8Te(0).
TGLF modeling of these new data is planned. For further discussion of this new ELM-free
regime see [53].
At ITER, for the H-mode attempts in PFPO1 with 1/3 Bt (1.8 T), it would be cost
efficient to use the 170 GHz system under construction at the 3rd harmonic, i.e. X3 heating
starting after ohmic current ramp up [54]. As mentioned above, absorption especially at low
temperatures is very poor, but increases quadratically with Te. A kind of bootstrap process
can be expected if the radial energy transport is small enough. Assuming or modeling this
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Figure 3. X3-heating in AUG (# 35553) without NBI (on error). The phase of interest here
ends at 1.5 sec when RMP coils affect the H-mode pedestal, where the EC is dominantly
absorbed. The reduction of pedestal pressure leads to incomplete absorption and EC is
switched off due to excessive stray radiation. Te(0) from ECE (blue) and Thomson scattering
(TS) (green), Te,ped from TS (orange).
radial transport, the minimum power to be absorbed at the X3 location to trigger such a
process can be calculated as function of the initial temperature. An X3-heating scenario is
regularly run on AUG to support the ELM-suppression experiments with coils generating
resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) [55] with central electron heating at low q95, but
in contrast to the ITER case the plasma is pre-heated with NBI. The results are well in line
with the expectations from TORBEAM. Under these circumstances, single pass absorption is
well around 80% and exceeds 90% as the central electron temperature reaches 4 keV, without
the need of modifications of the electron energy distribution by lower frequency EC sources
heating at X2 as reported from TCV [56]. In the data base, a case was found without NBI
with close to 2 MW of EC shown in figure 3. Under the specific conditions of AUG the
X2 resonance is still in the plasma on the high field side (HFS) and the power passing the
X3 resonance is absorbed there. The X3 single pass absorption is here ≈ 10%. The edge
temperature rises by a factor of 4 also because the first EC beam immediately triggers the
L/H-transition. So this is not yet the real ITER case, but a safe test bed to study initially the
bootstrap process with up to 5.5 MW. Systematic studies and validation of the model used for
ITER are planned in the frame of the ITER-IOS group. In ITER, such a safe operation using
X3 with an X2 dump on the HFS would require Bt >= 2.1T . That choice would also shift the
X3 power-deposition more on axis where Te is highest and would reduce the volume of the
flux surface where the power is deposited, i.e. would significantly increase the power density
as a function of ρ , but of course comes with a potential increase of the L/H-threshold by 17%.
It may still be an interesting option for initial verification of models.
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3.3. Non-inductive operation with co-ECCD
In AUG, H-mode operation with low gas puff had to be reestablished over several years after
all plasma facing components were covered with W. Aside from applying sufficient EC, this
optimization included development of plasma shapes with high wall clearance, modification
of the gas puff to compensate for the difference of fuel retention of graphite and W and
optimization of NB and EC time traces in order to pass between decoupling of electrons and
ions (too much EC) and W accumulation [57]. Having mastered these issues, the collisionality
was low enough to use EC as a versatile tool for current drive. Using half of the actual EC
power, close to non-inductive H-modes were obtained at q95 = 5.3, which is already close
to the values foreseen for ITER non-inductive operation (q95 = 5.0) or DEMO (q95 = 4.5).
Performance was limited by ideal modes at βN ≈ 2.8 [58, 59]. After redirecting one gyrotron
closer to the axis in order to become less dependent on wall conditions and W accumulation
the beta limit increased to 3.0 indicating a high sensitivity to details of the current profile. A
further increase to 3.2 was achieved [60], minimizing dynamic error fields by an optimized
setting of the RMP coils using the CAFE code [61]. A steepening of the ion temperature
inside ρtor ≈ 0.5 at high β was essential for high bootstrap current. Initial modeling with
TGLF could not reproduce this steepening, triggering analysis using the gyrokinetic code
GENE. With GENE it was found that the effect of β of the fast ions and to a similar degree
β of the thermal plasma contributed significantly to the steepening of ∇Ti [62]. Colleagues
from EAST re-analyzing the AUG data found in contrary good agreement with TGLF [63].
The contradiction was resolved and the modification to the effect of the rule handling the
stabilizing effect of ExB shear [64] could be identified as the dominant effect (changing from
α quench to α e) [65]. This goes in line with older results which identified the ExB-shear
as a major ingredient to steepen ∇Ti [5] also backed by GS2 calculations and with ctr-NBI
experiments at DIII-D [66] compared to GLF23. In contrast, further GENE analysis for the
non-inductive AUG-discharges discussed here, did not show significant reaction of ∇Ti on the
variation of ExB shear. In order to resolve this experimentally, NB heating in these discharges
was partially replaced by IC, which in AUG has a heating mix close to that of NB, avoiding
the negative effects of very strong EC heating on ion transport as discussed above. As shown
in figure 4 essentially all central NB heating was replaced by IC, keeping on the two off-
axis beams, which drive 40% of the total current. This strong reduction of the central torque
reduces the ExB shear by 60% in the radial range of the steep ∇Ti. The figure shows as well
that Ti(ρ = 0)− Ti(0.3) hardly changes for the two indicated intervals at with constant β .
This seems to support the GENE analysis. Still, IC and central NB have different deposition
profiles, thus the absolute values of the heat fluxes changed in the plasma center. A detailed
analysis of the new data with TGLF and GENE is necessary to draw conclusions. More details
will be presented in [65].
3.4. q-profile tailoring with ctr-ECCD
A major goal of the AUG program to be tackled by doubling the installed EC power from 4
to 8 MW, is the study of stationary H-modes with elevated q-profiles with variable degrees
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Figure 4. AUG discharge #35938, over 90% non-inductively driven H-mode similar to [58].
The NB is running under β -control. The frame at the top shows the heating powers. IC is
feed-forward controlled and as it sets in at 4 s, NB is reduced to keep β constant until towards
the end β is ramped up. The lower two traces show the effect on toroidal rotation and ExB
shear at ρtor = 0.3. The two frames in the middle show time traces of Te and Ti at ρtor =0 and
=0.3. The grey vertical bars indicate the time intervalls to be compared, taking into account
overshoots of the β -control. During these phases β (2nd from top) is close to equal but the
shear is significantly different. The horizontal lines are meant to facilitate comparison of the
data.
of inversion towards the axis. For the collisionalities and electron temperatures in AUG,
ECCD in the outer half of the plasma radius is rather inefficient. Such type of co-current drive
would be necessary to elevate and invert the q-profile, since it basically means to shift current
from inside of the envisaged ρ(qmin) to larger radii. The situation may be facilitated by the
formation of internal transport barriers, which lead to localized off-axis bootstrap current and
low bootstrap current in the plasma center. On the other hand such ITBs often also reduce
impurity transport leading to central accumulation of heavy ions. The low central current
density reduces the confinement of fast ions in the plasma center. Additionally, strong pressure
gradients and wide or even hollow current profiles are prone to MHD-instabilities. The
connection between q-profile shape, in particular q-profile inversion and ion-transport which
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is often used to model the self-sustainment of ITBs by the bootstrap current they generate
is empirically by far not as well documented as it is for electron ITBs at very low density
with central ctr-ECCD [67]. AUG shall focus first on the relation between the q-profiles,
ion-transport and MHD-stability, which has to be treated correctly in any model addressing
non-inductive reactor operation. With ECCD this can be done most efficiently applying broad
ctr-ECCD profiles in the inner part of the plasma, leading to an increased ohmic current across
the whole radius. This ohmic current is overcompensated by ctr-ECCD in the inner part. In
other words we use a large part of the ctr-ECCD to drive ohmic current effectively off-axis
and use only a small part of the ctr-ECCD for the central inversion of the q-profile. This is
definitely not the way such profiles shall be generated in a non-inductively running reactor,
but a way forward to generate such profiles over several current diffusion times in AUG such
that terms related to time derivatives shall ring down to reduce the unknowns entering the
interpretation. Still this concept comes with some potential incompatibilities which require
optimization: Since strong central ECCD comes with strong central electron heating it will
lead to the formation of electron ITBs if the density and/or the ion heating are too low. In
AUG such a behavior was found for 600 kA, 2.5 T discharges, for which inverted q-profiles
with qmin ≈ 3 were achieved with Te >> Ti. Higher plasma current increases τE and the
density and thus strongly the coupling between electrons and ions. The drawbacks are less
current drive efficiency (and higher total current) and smaller achievable βpol ∝ βN Bt/Ip for
fixed βN,max and Bt . This leads to less bootstrap current and would reduce any beneficial
effects of high βpol on ion confinement. Thus the current has to be minimized such that
operation without electron ITBs is possible close to the β -limit with full ctr-ECCD. The
corresponding value of q95 should be close to the values foreseen for ITER and DEMO, i.e.
4.5-5.0. Experiments have so far been carried out also with 800 kA (q95 = 5.0) and 1 MA
(q95 = 4.0). For 800 kA difficulties have been encountered with strong (2,1) MHD, violently
appearing during q-profile evolution. For this plasma current, the q-profile shows a rather flat
shear close to q = 2. The working hypothesis is that the (2,1) mode is triggered as the flat
shear region crosses the q = 2 surface during current profile evolution. As a consequence,
the 1 MA scenario was developed, applying external current drive after an ohmic q-profile
at full current was formed. This allows us to approch the equilibrated q-profie, which has
qmin < 2 from the low qmin side.. During this development it was important to have a reliable
diagnostic for the current profile, since the actual current profile is a small difference of large
numbers due to the use of ctr-ECCD. In [68] this is described in detail. Here we note that as
internal measurements polarimetry [69] and imaging MSE [70] are used and the result is well
in line with NBCD calculations from RABBIT [71], ECCD calculations from TORBEAM,
and the neoclassical current diffusion. These discharges are typically free of large scale MHD
instabilities, except for the ELMs, the violent (2,1) modes mentioned above and the ideal
modes which set the limit for βN . Figure 5 shows the status achieved so far for the 1 MA case.
As the time traces indicate, Te is in the center always higher than Ti. The Te profile is strongly
peaked towards the center and does hardly change as the q-profile evolves (profile plots B,C
on the right). Ti clearly changes, it steepens and approaches Te except for the very center.
The discharge at this high βN ≈ 2.7 has an H98(y,2) factor of 1.25 which is similar to that of
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Figure 5. AUG # 36087: Ctr-ECCD combined with mainly off-axis NBCD in order to elevate
and broaden the q-profile. Frames B, C show profiles at the beginning and the end of the
constant β phase as marked on the left. The profiles marked ’IDA’ result from integrated data
analysis [73], fitting a ne-profile to Lithium bean and interferometry data, which is then used
to fit a Te-profile to the ECE data. The NB is operating under β -control as in figure 4, a beta
ramp starts at 6s as seen on the Wmhd-trace.
improved H-modes stabilized by (3,2) NTMs with the same current, field and βN not using
any ECRH [72]. Towards the end of the discharge the β request is increased leading to MHD
stabilities. Options for further improvement are the increase of triangularity (and thus density)
or to widen the ECCD profile in the center or to reduce the plasma current in order to test if
the increase in ion heating and βpol has a steepening effect on the ion temperature. For thei
discharge the ECCD profile and the driven current profile as well as an error discussion can
be found in [68]. Comparisons with TGLF are planned, after the discrepancies with TGLF
and GENE are analysed, as discussed in section 3.3.
4. Summary and conclusions
The EC system of AUG has become a central element of the tokamak operation, essential to
study a wide spectrum of physics questions, which could be addressed here only in examples
not in completeness. The necessity to understand and model the underlying physics has
been stressed as the key tool to extrapolate plasma behavior in existing devices to reactors.
With respect to EC, caution has to be taken to all effects involving changes of the Te-
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profile, of the ratio Te/Ti or of rotation. The corresponding effects will be much smaller in
a reactor dominantly heated by α-particles with marginal torque input and large τE νei,E than
in todays NB heated low collisionality plasmas. This should also be considered for control
studies driven by the urgent needs of ITER to suppress instabilities leading to disruptions,
confinement loss or fast particle losses. As an example, EC has been proposed for control of
Alfve´n-Eigenmodes [74]. A detailed analysis has meanwhile shown that the initially observed
effects on these modes were due to changes in Te and are thus not transferable to a reactor [75].
The same is true for W-accumulation as discussed in section 3.1. Any actuator will only be
effective if it has the potential to significantly change the quantity to be controlled. For EC
in the burning ITER plasma, besides its general heating potential, these specific potentials are
the dominating very narrow local current drive capability of the upper launchers to be used
for NTM control, and, especially for the non-inductive scenario, the variability of the ECCD
capability of the equatorial launcher which may be used to fine-tune the q-profile as discussed
above for AUG.
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